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Aristocrats 2014-08-07

a fascinating insight into 18th century aristocratic life through the lives of the four lennox sisters the great grandchildren of charles ii whose extraordinary lives spanned the period 1740 1832
passionate witty and moving the voices of the lennox sisters reach us with immediacy and power drawing the reader into their remarkable lives and making this one of the most enthralling
historical naratives to appear for many years

Aristocrats 1995

the lennox sisters great granddaughters of a king daughters of a cabinet minister and wives of politicians and peers lived lives of real public significance but the private texture of their family
centered world mattered to them and they shared their experiences with each other in countless letters from this hitherto unknown archive stella tillyard has constructed a group biography of
privileged eighteenth century women who she shows have much to tell us about our own time

Aristokrater 2000

newly wed harriet stands poised on the threshold of the adult world her husband james is setting off to join the duke of wellington s troops in spain and left alone in london harriet is taken under
the wing of lady wellington while harriet plunges into a new life of freedom at home james faces the bloody reality of the battlefield as war rages abroad and england stands on the brink of
change harriet and james face hope and heartache in equal measure from the mantillas and palms of seville to the gas lamps of foggy london tides of war returns us to the vivid lost world of the
past

Tides of War 2012-02-29

a library journal top ten best books of 2011 an epic novel about love and war set in regency england and spain during the peninsular war 1812 15 by the acclaimed historian and bestselling author
of aristocrats tides of war opens in england with the recently married charmingly unconventional harriet preparing to say goodbye to her husband james as he leaves to join the duke of
wellington s troops in spain harriet and james s interwoven stories of love and betrayal propel this sweeping and dramatic novel as it moves between regency london on the cusp of modernity a
city in love with science the machine money and the shocking violence of war in spain with dazzling skill stella tillyard explores not only the effects of war on the men at the front but also the
freedoms it offers the women left behind as harriet befriends the older and protective kitty lady wellington her life begins to change in unexpected ways meanwhile james is seduced by the
violence of battle and then by love in seville as the novel moves between war and peace spain and london its large cast of characters includes the serial adulterer and war hero the duke of
wellington and the émigrés nathan rothschild and frederic winsor who will usher in the future creating a world brightly lit by gaslight where credit and financial speculation rule whether
describing the daily lives and desires of strong female characters or the horror of battle tides of war is set to be the fiction debut of the year
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Quattro inglesi aristocratiche. Le vite inquiete delle sorelle Lennox (1740-1832) 1995

compulsively readable this is the dramatic scandal ridden tale of a family trapped between the stiff protocols of royalty and their own desires an unforgettable glimpse of the birth of celebrity
culture and the enduring plight of the royals

Tides of War 2011-10-25

in the transatlantic world of the late eighteenth century easterly winds blew radical thought to america thomas paine had already arrived on these shores in 1774 and made his mark as a radical
pamphleteer during the revolution in his wake followed more than 200 other radical exiles english dissenters whigs and painites scottish lads o parts and irish patriots who became influential
newspaper writers and editors and helped change the nature of political discourse in a young nation michael durey has written the first full scale analysis of these radicals evaluating the long
term influence their ideas have had on american political thought transatlantic radicals uncovers the roots of their radicalism in the old world and tells the story of how these men came to be
exiled how they emigrated and how they participated in the politics of their adopted country nearly all of these radicals looked to paine as their spiritual leader and to thomas jefferson as their
political champion they held egalitarian anti federalist values and promoted an extreme form of participatory democracy that found a niche in the radical wing of jefferson s republican party their
divided views on slavery however reveal that democratic republicanism was unable to cope with the realities of that institution as political activists during the 1790s they proved crucial to
jefferson s 1800 presidential victory then after his views moderated and their influence waned many repatriated others drifted into anonymity and a few managed to find success in the new
world although many of these men are known to us through other histories their influence as a group has never before been so closely examined durey persuasively demonstrates that the
intellectual ferment in britain did indeed have tremendous influence on american politics his account of that influence sheds considerable light on transatlantic political history and differences in
religious political and economic freedoms skillfully balancing a large cast of characters transatlantic radicals depicts the diversity of their experiences and shows how crucial these reluctant
émigrés were to shaping our republic in its formative years

Feminist Bookstore News 1995

formidablement érudit et aussi captivant qu un roman l ouvrage de stella tillyard est un brillant tour de force s appuyant sur des milliers de lettres il nous relate l histoire des quatre soeurs lennox
caroline emily louisa et sarah histoire alliant les sommets de la politique les tendres sentiments la vie familiale et la tragédie qui débute en 1740 sous le règne de george ii et s achève en 1832 cinq
ans avant l avènement de victoria a première vue tout les sépare de nous arrière petites filles de charles ii et de louise de keroualle filles du duc de richmond elles étaient riches bien éduquées et
francophiles leurs relations sociales leur donnèrent l accès aux idées les plus neuves aux penseurs artistes médecins les plus en vue caroline s enfuit avec le politicien henry fox et fut la mère de
charles james fox grande figure de l opposition libérale emily convola avec un duc et pair d irlande et l un de ses nombreux enfants fut lin martyr de la cause républicaine louisa épousa l homme
le plus riche d irlande sarah courtisée par le jeune george iii faillit devenir reine pourtant leur façon d écrire nous les rend très proches si exquises dans leur intimité si solidaires dans leurs
attachements d épouses de mères et de soeurs elles abordent avec fraîcheur et spontanéité des sujets qui nous tiennent à coeur autant qu à elles amour et mariage allaitement et règles douloureuses
nourriture et toilettes livres et spectacles demeures et jardins guerres et politique tout est là de la conception à la mort écrit avec des voix rarement entendues de femmes du xviiie siècle filles des
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lumières assez réceptives pour accueillir la leçon libératoire de rousseau et le culte de la sensibilité assez tolérantes pour entendre le message de thomas paine l appel des colons d amérique et les
idéaux de la révolution française

A Royal Affair 2022-07-19

presents extended reviews of noteworthy books short reviews essays and articles on topics and trends in publishing literature culture and the arts includes lists of best sellers hardcover and
paperback

Transatlantic Radicals and the Early American Republic 1997

some programs include also the programs of societies meeting concurrently with the association

Artes International 1995

between 1700 and 1830 men and women in the english speaking territories framing the atlantic gained unprecedented access to material things the british atlantic was an empire of goods held
together not just by political authority and a common language but by a shared material culture nourished by constant flows of commodities diets expanded to include exotic luxuries such as tea
and sugar the fruits of mercantile and colonial expansion homes were furnished with novel goods like clocks and earthenware teapots the products of british industrial ingenuity this
groundbreaking book compares these developments in britain and north america bringing together a multi disciplinary group of scholars to consider basic questions about women men and objects
in these regions in asking who did the shopping how things were used and why they became the subject of political dispute the essays show the profound significance of everyday objects in the
eighteenth century atlantic world

Quatre aristocrates anglaises 1998

in librarian s office

The New York Times Book Review 1994-10

ireland s situation on the periphery of western europe is sometimes seen as isolating it from lierary and intellectual developments during the eighteenth century an examination of irish private
libraries and the book trade which supplied them shows instead an irish readership au fait with continental trends in literature the sciences politics and the arts this study concentrates on french
language works circulating in the country through the use of booksellers and auction catalogues book reviews and advertising an exploration of the ownership of french language works points to
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an interested audience at different social levels and across the religious divides dublin dominated the irish trade in french language books its major booksellers importing stock from london and
european publishing centres and distributing books and periodicals wholesale and by catalogue to the larger irish cities and towns domestic publication in french also occured in dublin cork and
belfast the provincial cities too had a role to play in the distribution of french language material opening up new markets in the smaller towns using regional newspaper advertising and selling
by catalogue questions of literacy and readership are explored with particular emphasis on the teaching of french indentifying teachers and schools throughout the country the huguenot
contribution is outlined especially their role in the publication of french language books in the first half of the century many catholics received their education in francophone countries returning
to ireland with advanced french language skills in elite circles the french language was a fashionable accomplishment this works draws on comparable studies in britain france and germany to
place irish readership of french language materials in the broader context the picture that emerges shows irish readers as active participants in the cosmopolitan culture which flourished in
eighteenth century europe

The Publishers Weekly 1999

fodor s upclose ireland good writing and a sassy attitude chicago sun times takes you places locals love and tourists don t know about american way magazine perfect for finding bargains shape
magazine designed for people who want to travel well and spend less with candid reviews and a fresh outlook fodor s upclose points the way to authentic experiences that will take you away
from the crowds and close to the culture without having to spend a fortune great places to stay that don t cost a fortune from small hotels and cozy seaside hostels to lace curtain guest houses and
georgian town house b bs the best places to eat drink and play with the locals from jazz and jukeboxes hip hop and traditional music to seafood bars tea shops candlelit cafes on the money insights
into local culture history and sights great side trips and adventures beyond the obvious packed with savvy tips and practical information from airfare deals to tips on losing the crowds clear
readable maps

History Today 1995

experienced and first time travelers alike rely on fodor s gold guides for rich reliable coverage the world over updated each year and containing a full color foldout rand mcnally map a fodor s
gold guide is an essential tool for any kind of traveler smart travel tips and important contact info make planning your trip a breeze and detailed coverage of sights accommodations and restaurants
give you the info you need to make your experience enriching and hassle free if you only have room for one guide this is the one for you the best guide to ireland updated every year all about
dazzling dublin with step by step city walks from fitzwilliam square to trendy temple bar five star scenery the best country drives to medieval abbeys palladian manors killarney lakes and the
prettiest coastal villages top shopping waterford crystal aran sweaters and more great golf fishing hiking biking and gaelic sports a genealogical map with the 150 most common irish names where
to stay and eat no matter what your budget castle resorts top value city hotels regal country estates plus cozy cottages and family run b bs the latest restaurants country house dining new
european style cafes and tastiest pub grub fresh thorough practical off and on the beaten path costs hours descriptions and tips by the thousands all reviews based on visits by savvy writer
residents 32 pages of maps 16 vacation itineraries and more smart travel tips fodor s choice what s where pleasures pastimes new noteworthy festivals further reading and videos complete index
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New York History 1996

vols 1 include the sections writings on irish history 1936 1979 research on irish history in irish british and american universities 1937 8

Proceedings of the New York State Historical Association with the Quarterly Journal 1996

this work charts the rich and varied history of wallpaper from its modest beginnings in the 16th century through the lavish designs of the 18th century to the computer generated patterns of the
late 20th century

Program of the Annual Meeting - American Historical Association 1996

this title takes a fresh look at a familiar building type the town house in 18th century london and investigates the circumstances in which individuals made decisions about living in london and
particularly about their west end house

Public Library Catalog 1999

your students and users will find biographical information on approximately 300 modern writers in this volume of contemporary authors authors in this volume include ira gershwin mother
teresa william strunk jr thomas wiloch

New York History 2006

the remarkable story of an extraordinary dynasty

Gender, Taste, and Material Culture in Britain and North America, 1700-1830 1994

The Literary Review 1999
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Public Library Catalog 2001

French Books in Eighteenth-century Ireland 1996

Feminist Periodicals 2000

Ireland 1998

Ireland 1999

Bibliographie nationale française 1995

Irish Historical Studies 1997

Talking Book Topics 1997

Cassette Books 1996-08

Book Review Digest 1997
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Éire-Ireland 1996

Bibliografia nazionale italiana 2006

Library Journal 1994-04

New Statesman Society 2002

Wallpaper in Interior Decoration 2009

The Town House in Georgian London 1998-07

Contemporary Authors 1997

Women Studies Abstracts 2007

Soldier, Sailor
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